NEW AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIALS

Fall 2010

COMPACTD 2010-01.
CRACKED REAR VIEW [SOUND RECORDING] / HOOTIE & THE BLOWFISH.
Rock music.
Compact disc.
Title from container.
"All songs written by Mark Bryan, Dean Felber, Darius Rucker and Jim "Son" Sonefeld"--Insert.
Hannah Jane (3:33) -- Hold my hand (4:15) -- Let her cry (5:08) -- Only wanna be with you (3:46) -- Running from an angel (3:37) -- I'm goin' home (4:10) -- Drowning (5:01) -- Time (4:53) -- Look away (2:38) -- Not even the trees (4:37)
-- Goodbye (4:05).
Hootie & the Blowfish (Jim "Son" Sonefeld, drums, vocal, piano, percussion, glasses ; Dean Felber, bass guitar, clarinet, vocal, piano ; Mark Bryan, electric and acoustic guitars, vocal, percussion, mandolin, piano ; Darius Rucker, vocal, acoustic guitar, percussion).
Recorded at N.R.G. Recording Services, North Hollywood, CA.

COMPACTD 2010-02.
SOMETHING UP MY SLEEVE [SOUND RECORDING] / SUZY BOGGUSS.
Compact disc.
Produced by Jimmy Bowen and Suzy Bogguss.
Lyrics in container.
Liberty: CDP-7-89261-2 (on spine: CDP-0777-7-89261-2-2).
Diamonds and tears (3:22) -- Just like the weather (3:19) -- I keep comin' back (3:05) -- You never will (3:28) -- You'd be the one (3:17) -- Hey Cinderella (4:06) -- Souvenirs (4:11) -- You wouldn't say that to a stranger (3:22) -- No green eyes (2:38) -- Something up my sleeve (Duet with Billy Dean) (3:34).
Performed by Suzy Bogguss, with accompaniment.
Recorded at Emerald Studio and Sound Emporium Studio.

DVD 2010-19.
THE WAY TO HAPPINESS [VIDEORECORDING] : A COMMON SENSE GUIDE TO BETTER LIVING / L. RON HUBBARD LIBRARY.
Closed captioned.
Includes bonus feature, "Public service announcements illustrating each of the precepts of The Way to Happiness." -- back cover.
DVD 2010-20.
HAMLET [VIDEORECORDING] / AN ILLUMINATIONS/ROYAL SHAKESPEARE COMPANY PRODUCTION FOR BBC IN ASSOCIATION WITH THIRTEEN FOR WNET.ORG AND NHK ; PRODUCERS, JOHN WYVER, SEBASTIAN GRANT ; DIRECTOR, GREGORY DORAN.
Based on the play by William Shakespeare.
Special features: Audio commentary with Gregory Doran, Sebastian Grant and Chris Seager; the making of Hamlet.
Director of photography, Chris Seager ; editor, Tony Cranstoun ; composer, Paul Englishby.
DVD, region 1, widescreen presentation; Dolby Digital stereo., NTSC.
English subtitles for the hearing impaired.
David Tennant, Patrick Stewart.
Originally broadcast on television in 2009.
This production of Shakespeare's masterpiece from Britain's renowned Royal Shakespeare Company was filmed on location rather than in the theatre. No recent stage production in Britain has attracted the excitement and nearly unanimous critical praise as this Hamlet. Dynamic, exciting, and contemporary, it breathes new life into Shakespeare's greatest play.

DVD 2010-21.
DINOSAUR PLANET [VIDEORECORDING] / DISCOVERY CHANNEL.
Originally broadcast on the Discovery Channel in 2003.
White tip's journey -- Pod's travels.
Director, Pierre De Lespinois ; producer, John Copeland.
Narrator, Christian Slater.

DVD 2010-22.
THE CIVIL WAR [VIDEORECORDING] / AMERICAN DOCUMENTARIES, INC., FLORENTINE FILMS AND TIME-LIFE VIDEO PRESENTS A FILM BY KEN BURNS ; PRODUCERS, KEN BURNS, RIC BURNS ; WRITERS, KEN BURNS, RIC BURNS, GEOFFREY C. WARD ; DIRECTOR, KEN BURNS.
Disc 1. Episode one: The Cause (1861) ; DVD special features -- Disc 2. Episode two: A very bloody affair ; Episode three: Forever free (1862) -- Disc 3.
Episode four: Simply murder ; Episode five: The universe of battle (1863) -- Disc 4. Episode six: Valley of the shadow of death (1864) ; Episode seven: Most hallowed ground (1864) -- Disc 5. Episode eight: War is all hell (1865) ; Episode nine: The better angels of our nature (1865).
Cinematographers, Ken Burns, Buddy Squires ; editors, Paul Barnes, Tricia Reidy, Bruce Shaw.
Written by Geoffrey C. Ward, Ken Burns, Ric Burns.

DVD, 5.1 surround sound, digitally remastered.

Closed captioned for the hearing impaired.

Narrator: David McCullough; voices: Hoyt Axton, Colleen Dewhurst, Laurence Fishburne, Morgan Freeman, Jeremy Irons, Derek Jacobi, Jason Robards, Sam Waterston.

A nine-part documentary series which examines the American Civil War through photographs, readings from documents and diaries and historical materials.

DVD 2010-24.

TO HELL AND BACK [VIDEORECORDING]: COLLEGE FIRE SURVIVAL / PEOPLE'S BURN FOUNDATION; [DEVELOPMENT TEAM MEMBERS, MICHAEL OLINGER ... ET AL.].

Originally produced in 2005; some portions of this program were originally presented as a program by WTHR Indiana.

Producer of videos, VideoIndiana, Inc.

A program developed by a national team of experts led by Ed Comeau, specifically designed for the college student population with the ultimate goal to reduce fire-related deaths among the college student population.

DVD 2010-25.

DARWIN, NATURALLY [VIDEORECORDING].

Charles Darwin coined the phrase "natural selection" to explain how variations within species are preserved or rejected.

Closed captioned by WVC DESP with permission.

Closed captioned copy on request.

DVD 2010-27.

WHO DOES SHE THINK SHE IS? [VIDEORECORDING]: A MYSTIC ARTISTS FILMS PRODUCTION; IN ASSOCIATION WITH WELLESLEY CENTERS FOR WOMEN; PRODUCED BY PAMELA TANNER BOLL, MICHELLE SELIGSON, WILLIAM DUNNING; DIRECTED BY PAMELA TANNER BOLL; WRITTEN BY PAMELA T. BOLL, NANCY C. KENNEDY, WILL DUNNING.

Title from feature.

Special features: Interview with director Pamela Tanner Boll (10 min.); extra Janis Wunderlich scene (5 min.); extra Mayumi Oda scene (3 min.); theatrical trailer (3 min.).

Co-director, editor, Nancy C. Kennedy; director of photography, Gary Henoch; composer, John McDowell.

DVD, NTSC; stereo.

In English.
Maye Torres, Janis Wunderlich, Angela Williams, Camille Musser, Mayumi Oda. Explores "the thorny balancing act between motherhood and artistic expression ... Follows five women artists as they navigate the challenges of making work outside the elite art world."--Container.

DVD 2010-28.
RIVERWORLD [VIDEORECORDING] / REUNION PICTURES ; RIVERWORLD PRODUCTIONS ; PRODUCED BY MICHAEL O’CONNOR ; STORY BY ROBERT WOLFE ; TELEPLAY BY ROBERT WOLFE AND RANDALL BADAT ; DIRECTED BY STUART GILLARD.

Based on the Riverworld novels by Philip Jose Farmer.
Originally broadcast by SyFy Apr. 18, 2010.
Special features: behind the scenes with Alan Cumming.
Director of photography, Thomas Burstyn; editor, James Symons; music, James Guttridge.

DVD, region 1, widescreen, Dolby Digital.
Closed-captioned.
Tahmoh Penikett, Laura Vandervoort, Mark Deklin, Peter Wingfield, Alan Cumming.
Riverworld is a mysterious and treacherous land where every human who died between the years 99,000 BC and 2200 AD has been resurrected on the banks of a colossal river. It is on the riverbank where a team bands together to try to unravel how and why they've arrived here, while coming face-to-face with some of the most dangerous people in history.

DVD 2010-29.
LOST IN THE WILD [VIDEORECORDING] / A FIRST LOOK HOME ENTERTAINMENT RELEASE ; PRODUCED BY JOHN PERRIN FLYNN ; TELEPLAY BY NORMAN MORRILL AND ANDREW LASKOS ; DIRECTED BY LARRY SHAW.

Special features: previews.
Director of photography, Robert Primes ; editor, Scott Vickrey ; music, Curt Sobel.

DVD 9, region 1, (1.78:1) presentation; DTS surround.
English dialogue; Spanish subtitles; closed-captioned.
Lindsay Wagner, Robert Loggia, Jennifer Lopez, David Clennon, Farrah Forke.
When a plane carrying doctors and nurses crashes in the jungles of Mexico, it's a race against time to save the lives of their injured colleagues. Against all odds, these incredible individuals fight to survive and find new meaning in
their profession.
NORA ROBERTS' HIGH NOON [VIDEORECORDING] / MANDALAY TELEVISION AND STEPHANIE GERMAIN PRODUCTIONS PRESENT; TELEPLAY BY TERRI KOPP; PRODUCED BY SALLI NEWMAN; DIRECTED BY PETER MARKLE.

Based on the novel "High Noon" by Nora Roberts.

Music, Stuart Michael Thomas; production designers, Eric Fraser, Myron Hyrak; editor, Michael Ruscio; director of photography, Joel Ransom.

DVD, anamorphic widescreen (1.78:1) format; Dolby digital 5.1; NTSC, region 1.

English with optional English or French subtitles; closed captioned.

Emile de Ravin, Ivan Sergei, Cybill Shepherd.

Not rated.

When hostage negotiator Phoebie MacNamara meets handsome bar owner Duncan Swift, she can't resist his charms. But when she's assaulted by an unknown assailant and later receives a series of mysterious threats, she's up against a killer who's out to destroy her personally and professionally.

AVENGING ANGELO [VIDEORECORDING] / DANTE ENTERTAINMENT PRESENTS A QUINTA COMMUNICATIONS/CINEMA HOLDINGS/LIONWEED PRODUCTION; PRODUCED BY TARAK BEN AMMAR, STANLEY WILSON, ELIE SAMHA; STORY BY WILL ALDIS; SCREENPLAY BY WILL ALDIS & STEVE MACKALL; DIRECTED BY MARTYN BURKE.

Originally released as a motion picture in 2002.

Widescreen and full screen presentations; director's commentary; writer's interview featurette; bonus trailer.

Director of photography, Ousama Rawi; editor, David Codron; music, Bill Conti; costume designer, Denise Cronenberg; production designer, Eric Fraser.

DVD, 5.1 Dolby digital (English), 2.0 Dolby stereo. (English and French and Spanish); Full screen (1.33:1) and anamorphic widescreen (2.35:1).

English, French or Spanish dialogue; English captions.

Sylvester Stallone, Madeleine Stowe, Raoul Bova, Harry Van Gorkum, Billy Gardell, Anthony Quinn.

MPAA rating: R; for some language and sexual content.

Frankie is a tough-as-nails bodyguard who vows to protect the beautiful Jennifer, after her father, mafia kingpin Angelo is gunned down in cold blood. Now, with nowhere to turn, they must run for their lives, while being pursued by a
murderous hit man determined to eliminate his target at all costs.